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DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS FOR MAIN EXAMINATION  

1. Yarlung Tsangpo/Brahmaputra (YTB) river dispute between India and China has been a matter of 

concern for some time. In this context suggest India’s approach to overcome the situation. (Foreign 

Affairs) 

 

MCQ’S FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 

1. GHI (Global Hunger Index) is developed by ------------ (International organizations)  

a) Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) 

b) International Food Policy Research Institute (IFRI) 

c) Both a) & b) 

d) None of these 

2. Bor Tiger Reserve is located which of the following states? (Bio-diversity) 

a) Maharashtra 

b) Karnataka 

c) Odisha 

d) West Bengal 

 

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS 

MODEL ANSWERS 

1. Context: The Brahmaputra agreement between China and India is a suboptimal arrangement 

within broader bilateral relations. Despite two decades of negotiation, further cooperation on water, 



 

 

however, is in a state of a deadlock. The agreement, at best, is a piecemeal discount offered by 

China. 

China and India went ahead to sign the extension of the 2002 Memorandum of Understanding on 

data sharing on the Brahmaputra river. However, there has been no progress in discussing more 

pressing issues of who has the right to how much water and the impact of dams and diversions on 

the upper reaches of the river. In the past couple of years, instances of border incursions before 

ministerial-level meetings between India and China have often been witnessed. 

What India needs to do--------? 

A decade ago, India started planning multiple hydropower projects on the Brahmaputra as a reactive 

strategy against Chinese dam-building activities on the upper reaches of the river. This strategy is 

informed by the international law of ‘prior appropriation’, which states that the first user gets the 

rights to continue using that quantity of water. 

India will need to be more adept in responding to Brahmaputra river-related issues----------- 

 First, it needs to clearly envision the desired end goal and strategic outcomes for dealing 

with impending water conflicts. 

 Second, it needs to de-emphasise China’s role for the time being and restrengthen its 

relationship with Bangladesh. It needs to push the impending Teesta river agreement and 

restore its image as a responsible upper riparian. 

 Third, India needs to mirror its strength and firmness in negotiations with China on water 

rights, as it did in the case of the Doklam stand-off and in opposing the Belt and Road 

Initiative, rather than projecting itself as a victim. 

 

SOLUTION (MCQ’S)  

1.b 

Explanation: The Index was adopted and further developed by the International Food Policy 

Research Institute (IFPRI), and was first published in 2006 with the Welthungerhilfe, a German non-

profit organization (NPO). 

2.a 

Explanation: Bor Tiger Reserve is a wildlife sanctuary which was declared as a tiger reserve in July 

2014. It is located near Hingani in Wardha District in the Indian state of Maharashtra. 

 


